
Human Resources, Pilotage RH

Orsys, with 30 years of experience, is providing high quality, independant State of the Art
seminars and hands-on courses corresponding to the needs of IT professionals. Orsys
proposes a set of courses on the most important topics in IT technologies and management.
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Hands-on course , 2
day(s)
Ref : GSO

Participants
Any employee in charge of
scorecards or the employment
report ("social balance
sheet"), for example. HR
managers and corporate
management controllers,
leaders of small/medium
businesses and HR
departments.

Pre-requisites
No particular knowledge.

Next sessions

Employee management: Managing with scorecards
> Human Resources> Pilotage RH

OBJECTIVES

This course will enable you to gain proficiency in the tools that are essential to creating adaptable, high value-
added scorecards. You will learn how to meaningfully analyze the data collected and create strategic tools
from these reports.

1) Collecting information
2) The objectives of scorecards
3) Creating your scorecards

4) Using and interpreting the figures
5) Optimizing your scorecards

1) Collecting information

- Information from the employment report.
- Use existing data (employment report, single report, etc.).
- Organize the collection of information.
- Indicators from the employment report.
- The limits of the employment report for employee management and other sources of data.
- Qualify the data. Adapt your scorecards to the objectives, uses, and types of recipients.
- Write appropriate communications.

Workshop
Analyzing and interpreting the existing training data within your company (employment report, comparison of
situations, HR information system).

2) The objectives of scorecards

- Managing and tracking HR activities (recruitment, training, employment climate).
- Risk assessment
- Upgrade professional practices.
- Relevance criteria for all indicators.
- Qualify the data.
- Know how to tell efficiency indicators apart from effectiveness, activity, or result indicators.
- Track key indicators.
- Ratios, controlling them.

Workshop
Defining relevant oversight indicators for your scope.

3) Creating your scorecards

- Scorecard construction methodology.
- Clarifying recipients' requests.
- Adapting the contents of frequency of the scorecards.
- Calibrating the data (internal and external references)
- Knowing how to upgrade your scorecards.
- Backward scheduling and production pace.

Workshop
Work in groups in order to make the existing scorecards match.

4) Using and interpreting the figures

- Know the main ratios.
- Use appropriate statistical tools.
- Use data to make forecasts.

Workshop
Define different ratios and interpretation.

5) Optimizing your scorecards

- Making your scorecards look appealing.
- Knowing how to use different graphics.
- The importance of form and substance.

Workshop
Optimizing scorecard communications by practicing the creation of impactful presentations.
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Hands-on course , 2
day(s)
Ref : REF

Participants
A hiring manager or anyone
who may take part in hiring
employees.

Pre-requisites
No particular knowledge.

Next sessions

Make a success of your recruitments
> Human Resources> Pilotage RH

This course has two goals: Structuring each step of the job interview to enhance its operational efficiency,
and acquiring interview techniques to assess the motivations, personalities, and skills of applicants with
respect to the position.

OBJECTIVES

Analyze the recruitment needs and establish the applicant's profile
Write and distribute a job listing
Structure your job interview approach
Gain proficiency in asking and listening techniques
Select the right applicant
Create an integration plan for new recruits

1) Analyzing your recruitment needs and who
you're looking for
2) Writing the right job listing and choosing
where to place it
3) Conducting a job interview

4) Selecting objective criteria for choosing the
right applicant
5) Integrating the applicant into the company

1) Analyzing your recruitment needs and who you're looking for

- Creating a socioeconomic assessment.
- Analyzing the skills acquired and required for the position.
- Defining the position's skills.
- Knowing the difference between a job description and the profile you're looking for.
- Defining the scope of the future hire.

Workshop
Participants will analyze a need based on a guide to analyzing the hiring request.

2) Writing the right job listing and choosing where to place it

- Knowing how to describe a job position.
- Making the position look attractive.
- Choosing the right communication media.
- Communicating in accordance with company policy.

Workshop
Group brainstorming on communication media and what makes a listing attractive.

3) Conducting a job interview

- Acquiring techniques, stages of the interview.
- Instilling a climate of trust for natural, sincere discussions.
- Knowing key, essential questions.
- Learning asking and listening techniques.
- Getting to the core matter in analyzing the path.
- Setting the context for discussions and quickly attaining clear, accurate information.
- Outlining scenarios or conducting tests.
- Knowing how to assess and applicant's potential.

Workshop
Participants will create an interview guide suited to their own hiring needs. Simulated interviews.

4) Selecting objective criteria for choosing the right applicant

- Knowing which applicant to prioritize given the company's needs.
- Determining the roles of managers in the hiring process.
- Choosing the right applicant with a selection grid.
- Prioritizing behavioral factors.
- Creating the summary and making your choice.
- Making a choice in a collegial fashion.
- Replying to the applicants.

Workshop
Create and use an assessment grid suited to your own recruitment needs. Select a job application.

5) Integrating the applicant into the company

- Taking the right actions.
- Tracking progress through interviews and reports.
- Assessment the employee relationship after 100 days.
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Workshop
Group brainstorming and discussion based on actual cases.
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Hands-on course , 2
day(s)
Ref : MMS

Participants
Any employee in charge of
payment or compensation,
payment managers, HR
representatives, management
controllers, CFOs, and
chartered accountants.

Pre-requisites
Basic knowledge of
payment and compensation
mechanisms.

Next sessions

Mastering payroll
> Human Resources> Pilotage RH

Learn to identify components of payroll, to oversee constraints, breakdowns, and changes in costs. Find out
how to manage skill guidance, staff movements, and changes in working hours as well as processing social
security contributions and adjustments to them.

OBJECTIVES

Define payroll and understand its various components.
Track and analyze changes in your company's payroll
Estimate the impact of staff transfers on changes in payroll.
Calculate the weight that each contribution has in payroll
Put in place a tracking scorecard

1) Definition and contents of the payroll
2) Factors that lead to changes in payroll
3) The impact of staff transfers

4) The impact of employer contributions
5) Tracking and monitoring payroll

1) Definition and contents of the payroll

- The cost of the salary.
- The basic salary. Premiums and compensation.
- Compensation factors.
- Changes in work time and employee protection.
- Employee savings.
- Payroll concepts.
- Telling apart personnel costs and payroll.

Workshop
Hands-on work Calculating baseline payroll while integrating issues specific to each organization.

2) Factors that lead to changes in payroll

- Strategic and legal factors.
- The impact of the company's strategic decisions.
- The impact of decisions by government authorities.
- Turnover, aging, and skills
- Raises. Different types of raises.
- Mass effect: Cost over the course of a year.
- Deferment effect: Cost over the following year.

Workshop
Hands-on workAnalysis and tracking of individual raises.

3) The impact of staff transfers

- Analyzing staff transfers.
- Measuring workforce size. Analyzing fixed-term contracts.
- Arranging work time and staff.
- Staff transfers and changes in business.
- Replacing staff: The Noria effect.
- Category changes: Structural effects.
- Staff changes: Staff effects. Activity changes: Time changes.
- Changes in average salaries: Statistical ratio.

Workshop
Hands-on work Case study: Calculating changes in payroll.

4) The impact of employer contributions

- Assessing your contributions and changes to them.
- Calculating your employer and employee contributions.
- Increases in contribution levels and the cap.
- Life insurance and pensions.
- Contribution reductions and exemptions.
- Fillon Law (France). Tépa Law (France).
- Impact of partial employment compensation.

Workshop
Hands-on work Building a budget of personnel expenses.

5) Tracking and monitoring payroll

- What do we mean by managing payroll?
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- Parts of a scorecard.
- Payroll software.
- Payroll tracking.
- Event and group tracking.
- Deviations and corrective actions.

Workshop
Hands-on work Payroll tracking scorecard.
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Hands-on course , 1
day(s)
Ref : FIP

Participants
Training and HR managers,
managers and heads of
training projects, company
executives, VSEs and SMEs.

Pre-requisites
No particular knowledge.

Next sessions

Understanding and applying the reforms in vocational
training
> Human Resources> Pilotage RH

This course will suggest ways of refining your training policy. It will allow you to understand all of the key
reforms in vocational training and help to ensure that there is coherence between the company's strategic
direction and its training activities.

OBJECTIVES

Understand and apply the reforms in vocational training
Refine HR policy and direct training activities
Map existing HR tools
Understand the new provisions relating to the CPF (compte personnel de formation - personal training
account)

1) Understanding the main principles of the
various vocational training reforms
2) Mapping existing HR tools

3) Managing the training plan
4) Managing the transition from the DIF to the
CPF

1) Understanding the main principles of the various vocational training reforms

- Issues around vocational training.
- The principles and the key provisions of the 2004 reform.
- The principles and the key provisions of the 2004 and 2009 reforms.
- The latest reforms in 2013 and 2014: the CPF, the developments in funding and the professional appraisal

Workshop
Hands-on work Quiz on the essential aspects of vocational training with collective debriefing.

2) Mapping existing HR tools

- Validation of Prior Learning and Workplace Experience (VAE). What is it? What certifications are targeted?
- Skills assessment and its various phases.
- Professional step assessment: obligations of the employer and the employee.
- The management tool for professional careers. The legal framework and the passport model.
- The content, benefits and use of the training passport.
- Drawing up a professional interim assessment framework.
- Organizing the appraisal interview: the steps.

Workshop
Hands-on work Collective discussions about the tools used. Create your own training passport to prepare for
the appraisal interview.

3) Managing the training plan

- The training plan: a requirement and a central element of HRM policy.
- The training plan: the two categories.
- Collating and centralizing training needs.
- Development of the training plan: how it is used.
- The role of the OPCA (accredited fund-collecting agency).
- Impact of the latest legislation.
- Managing your planning with your OPCA.
- Receiving training and evaluating your partners.
- Organizing training leave: CIF, CVAE, CBC.
- The employees affected and the conditions.

Workshop
Hands-on work Analyze your training plan: indicate the themes present and discussed. Prepare a business
case.

4) Managing the transition from the DIF to the CPF

- Portability of the DIF and CPF.
- Analyzing requests for training. Training falling within the scope of the CPF.
- Understanding the new provisions relating to the CPF.
- Implementation of the professional development session.

Workshop
Hands-on work 
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